radiation, he found that long-vibrating light must be 24 4-5 per cent brighter than cross-vibrating light to produce the same straight growth .response. Moreover, when the sporangiophore was grown immersed in a liquid of a refractive index of 1.29 instead of in air, the polarization effect fell to .6 4-9 per cent. These observations were interpreted by Shropshire ms supporting
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Fmmu~ I. Paths of light rays which enter an isotropic homogeneous transparent sphere or infinite cylinder from an isotropic homogeneous medium. The rays kept within these bodies by internal reflection are shown; those which are refracted back into the medium are not shown.
Castle's view that the lesser effectiveness of long-vibrating light lies in its greater reflection before penetrating the ceil. However, Castle's analysis neglects the fact that a beam which suffers greater reflection before entering such a cell will likewise undergo greater reflection before leaving it. Thus the effect of the lower penetrance of the long-vibrating light may be counteracted b y its greater retention. Pursuit of this thought leads to the theorem stated in the abstract. It is proven as foll o w s : -
A R e f l e c t i o n C o m p e n s a t i o n T h e o r e m
Consider one polarization component of a ray striking either a sphere or an infinite cylinder at any angle from the outside (Fig. I) .
In both cases, /fro, the angle of refraction, is equal to/31, the angle of incidence a t the first point of internal reflection, P,. For the sphere this follows from the faetthat the two normals, OPo and OP1, are both radii. For the cylinder, it may be proven by showing that: ~DoPo01 ~-~kP1el0
( 1 )
• ". Pg)l --/'tO ( 2 ) .'. APoP10 ~---~0~D101
More generally, since the angle of the first internal reflection fl~, equals /51, the angle of incidence at P1, it follows that all internal reflections of the ray occur at the same angle of incidence, that is: ~o = fh = f~ = t~ ( 4 ) Let to(/3) be the reflecting power of the surface for the external reflection at P0; rd/3), for the internal reflections at/'1, P~, etc. Regardless of the nature of the reflecting surface, it follows from Stokes' proof (20) 
Let At be the rate of light absorption along the first lap of the light path,
Pd'x.
At = K(I --r) where K is independent of r.
Similarly, More generally, Then,
As = Kr(l -r).

& = Kr~-~(1 -r).
,0
Thus A is independent of r for either polarization component of any ray. Hence by integrating over both components of all rays, it follows that the total rate of light absorption in these bodies is independent of reflection. Moreover, the redistribution of light effected by reflection upon a given ray is one between successive laps all of which have the same radial position. Hence the contribution made by any ray to the rate of light absorption as integrated through any concentric or coaxial shell making up these bodies is independent of r. Hence by integrating over all rays, it follows that the total rate of light absorption within any such shell is independent of reflection.
It should be emphasized that this result is independent of the relationship between reflection and either polarization or the angle of incidence as well as being independent of the pattern of external illumination.
APPLICATION TO POLARIZATION DEPENDENCE OF STRAIGHT GROWTH IN
PHYCOMYCES In Shropshire's experiment, the cylindrical sporangiophore was rotated at 2 R.P.M. around its long axis, so that averaged over the period of illumination of 5 minutes, the light in the cell must have been symmetrical around this axis. Hence polarization could only have effccted growth via an effect on the total rate of light absorption or upon the radial distribution of light. Hence, the compensation theorem shows that except for a correction for the imperfect transparency of the cell, polarization could have had no effect at all upon growth via differential reflection.
The following crude analysis suffices to show that the correction for imperfect transparency allows a reflection effect which is only a small fraction of the observed one: Consider the polarization effect if the transmission loss per lap were 100 per cent; that is, if only photorcceptors in the front wall were illuminated.
Let A be the rate of absorption by the tropic photoreceptors generally; A~, for crossvibrating light; AL, for long-vibrating light.
Let C be the absorption coefficient of the photoreceptors. Let I p be the light intensity striking the cell expressed in quanta per unit area per unit time.
Let ~ be the distance traversed by a ray in passing through the photoreceptors in the front part of the cell.
Let h be the height of the photosensitive zone in the cell. Let W be the coordinate which is perpendicular to both the cell's axis and the light's direction.
Let B be the radius of the cell. Let/~ = CIPAhB.
U n d e r the conditions of Shropshire's experiment, light struck the sporangiophore perpendicular to its long axis. Hence:
Ignoring the relatively small change of A with a, one obtains :
Let R be the ratio of the intensity of long-vibrating light to that of crossvibrating light when the two beams produce equal effects. Hence R is tile ratio of absorption of cross-vibrating to long-vibrating light when equal intensities are employed:
Az
If r (a) is taken from the Fresnel equations for reflection at the boundary between isotropic dielectric media of refractive indices 1.0 and 1.5, then numerical integration gives the following result: 
A n i s o t r o p i c R e c e p t i o n Fits P r e s e n t Data
FRAME OF REFERENCE Fucaceae zygotes are "polarotropic." T h a t is, their growth is oriented with reference to the plane of vibration of polarized light which strikes them. Now consider the tropic photoreceptors taken as a group in any small region of one of these spherical cells. It has been inferred that the receptors are so oriented as to have a larger absorption coefficient or cross-section, Cp, for light vibrating parallel to the nearest part of the cell surface than their cross-section, C~¢, for light vibrating normal to the nearest surface (11) . Moreover, observations of polarotropism in spores of a moss, a fern, and a fungus appear compatible with this interpretation (5).
These facts suggest anisotropic absorption by the photoreceptors as the cause of the polarized light response of Phycomyces. In this cylindrical cell, one must distinguish three cross-sections governing absorption by the photoreceptors at any point. As before, C~¢ governs absorption of light vibrating 3 " 1960 normal to the nearest part of the cell surface. Gv, however, must be subdivided into two components; the long cross-section, C~., governs absorption of light vibrating parallel to the cell's long axis; while the hoop cross-section, Cg, governs absorptio n of light vibrating perpendicular to both the normal and long axes; i.e., in the hoop direction, or the direction taken by a hoop around a barrel.
FALL OF tt IN A MEDII.~I OF REFRACTIVE INDEX 1 . 2 9
The rate of absorption of long-vibrating light will be proportional to CL:
However, rays of cross-vibrating light will be refracted upon entering the cell so as to vibrate obliquely to the normal. They will, therefore, have components in both the normal and hoop axes. Hence the absorption of a certain portion, 0, of the cross-vibrating light (as integrated over-all elements of the beam) will be governed by C~r while the remaining portion, 1 --0, will be governed by C~r: 
According to Castle, n, the average refractive index of the cell, is 1.38 (see reference 8). Hence 1.29 is closer to n than is the refractive index of air, and each light ray which penetrates a cell placedin a medium of index 1.29 is refracted less than a corresponding ray which enters from air. Thus, on the average, the beam inside the cell makes a larger angle with the normal, and 0 will fall in a medium of index 1.29. Hence in order to qualitatively explain the observed fall of R in this medium on the basis of anisotropy, it is necessary to assume Cn < C~. Moreover, since R > 1, it follows from Equation 8 that:
Or, in .words, it must be inferred that the hoop cross-section is the largest of the three. R'S AT 'rwn~ PEAKS Ani.~otropic reception is also consistent with the closeness of the R's measured at 450 and 380 m~. For cells in air, Shropshire obtained values of 0.24 4-0.05 and 0.21 4-0.07 at these wavelengths. They are both action spectrum peaks (9, 10) , and can therefore be assumed to be twin absorption maxima of the tropic photoreceptors. Hence it can be tentatively inferred that if thepolarization dependence arises from anisotropic reception, then the dichroic ratios of the receptor at nearby absorption maxima are of similar size. N o w it has been suggested, apparently on the basis of old theoretical work, that such similarity is not to be expected (16) . However, the pairs of dichroic ratios measured and recorded in the literature for twin peaks of stress-oriented pigments are, in fact, quite close in value (see Table I ). Thus this second observation is likewise consistent with the idea of anlsotropic reception. only on the relative rates of absorption of these rays by the photoreceptors. However, both Buder's mechanical advantage theory of bending ~ (4) and Castle's path length theory of bending ~ (6) imply that a ray's bending effect (per quantum of its light absorbed) rises with a. Now, as its incidence angle rises, the hoop component of a cross-vibrating 1 Implicit in both of these theories are the assumptions that, during steady bending, absorption of light by the receptors at any point effects an dement of bending moment which is &'rect~ along the normal and toward the cell's axis and which is of a s/Zt which is a linear function of the rate of light absorption. In fact, it can be shown that the mechanical advantage and the path length effects are both necessary consequences of the above two physiological assumptions; while the relative weight of the two effects depends upon the radial distribution of photoreceptors. Now, sporangiophores are observed to bend away from the lighted side when subjected to grazing illumination whether the medium is air (1), water (3), or paraffin oil (2). Hence there is rclativeiy little doubt that the direction of the bending moment of each ilium;hated cell element is as assumed; but it is more difficult to justify the assumption of linearity. I have made unpublished calculations of maximum steady bending rates by integrating on the basis of this assumption, and the result~ agree fairly well with observation. However, Dr. Deibr~ck has pointed out privately that this theory does not account, at least g4thout modification, for the continuous decrease in wall growth rate that presumably exists in the bending sporangiophore as one pames from its most convex to its most concave point. Moreover, the calculations require the dubious assumption that almost all the transmission losses occur peripheral to the region bearing the receptors.
43 " I 9 6 0 ray will fall. Hence, on the basis of anisotropic reception, and of the available theories of bending, the phototropic advantage of cross-vibrating light would be expected to be smaller than its advantage in speeding straight growth. Indeed, on the basis of this argument, it can be predicted that for cells in media of equal or higher refractive indices than they themselves, the polarization dependence of bending will probably be reversed. That is, long-vibrating light should be more effective than cross-vibrating light under these circumstances.
Fieu~ 2. Path of one ray through a cylindrical cell containing photoreceptors in a thin coaxial shell. The ray is directed at right angles to the cell's axis. The receptors are represented by stippling. Reflection is ignored because of the compensation theorem.
Formulae Predicting Results of Anisotropic Reception
To fully expose the implications of anisotropy one must obtain 0 as a function of the refractive indices of cell and medium, and of the radial distribution of the photoreceptors. Since the latter is unknown, let us deduce a formula for photoreceptors in a thin shell--an elemental case from which more complex distributions may be integrated. Consider 
Are the Receptors Oriented by Linkage to the Wall?
It will now be shown that if Shropshire's data are taken at face value, then • they fit that particular pattern of receptor anisotropy which would arise if the receptors were uniaxial, positively dichroic molecules linked to the cell wall and were thus oriented by the anisotropic stress which originates in turgor pressure.
In the wall of a turgid cylinder, stress in the hoop axis is twice that in the long axis (8) while in the radial axis the wall is neeessarily under compensating compression. Moreover, Roelofsen (14) has shown that the bulk components of the wall being considered, like that of some other growing cylindrical walls, actually show a pattern of orientation in qualitative conformance to this stress pattern: The polarizing microscope indicates, that as averaged through the wall, more fibrils lie along the hoop axis than the long axis; electron micrographs confirm this (though the anisotropy is confined to the inner layer of the wall), and do not appear to show any fibrils along the radial axis. Now, pigment molecules are usually oriented by linkage to a stress-oriented polymer film so as to lie with their axes of greatest absorption in the axis of greatest stress (12, 13, 15, 17, 18) . Hence according to the hypothesis being tested, about two-thirds of the receptors should lie in the hoop axis, about half this, or one-third in the long• axis, and few or none in the radial axis. It will now be shown that if Shropshire's data are attributed to uniaxial positively dichr0ic receptors lying in or near the wall that the pattern of receptor orientation must be of this very sort.
For the case considered, b ~ B. Taking n = 1.38 from Castle's measures Not only does an anlsotropy mechanism require such conztancy but all alternatives in which refractive index dependence arises from reflection preclude it. Thus this test offers a means of excluding such subtle alternatives as one in which dilTcrenccs in scattering direction .within the ccU result in differences in the angles of incidence of scattered rays with the cell sm'facc which in turn results in differences in the degree of rctcufion of scattered rays by internal reflection and thus finally Jn differences in light intensity within the cell. Then Equation 8 can be put in the form:
R and 0 are known for each of two media. H e n c e one has two linear equations with two unknowns and can readily obtain, C~ = 3.7 and C~ = 2.6. Thus measures of receptor anisotropy are inferred. Now let us draw the desired inferences at the molecular level. 
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T h e numerical results a p p e a r in T a b l e II. It is seen that the required pattern of r e c e p t o r orientation is of the sort predicted for wall-linked molecules.
A P P E N D I X I
Glossary of Symbols Not Always Defined in Context
A, A=, and AL = the rates of light absorption by the tropic photoreceptors of light vibrating in an unstated direction, across the cell's long axis, and along it, respectively. b = the radius of a shell bearing the photoreceptors. B = the radius of the cell's surface. /3 = the angle between a ray within the cell and the normal at the cell's surface. /3' = the angle between a ray and the normal at a shell bearing the photoreceptors.
= the maximum value of fl'. CH, C,~, C~ = the photoreceptors' cross-sections or absorption coefficients for light vibrating in the direction of the hoop, long, or normal axes, respectively. where A is the shell's thickness. (14) where K' is independent of 3'. To integrate Equations 13 and 14, one must consider two cases, and use Equation 9 to obtain limits: 
Substituting Equations 15 to 18 in Equation 19 , one gets Equations 10 and ll. Q.E.D.
